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NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator receives an error on an XtremIO array while
performing snapshot refreshes to a production volume. What is a
potential cause for this issue?
A. Only snapshot-to-snapshot refresh is supported
B. Volume was not unmounted on the host
C. Refresh of the production volume is not supported
D. Volume was not unmapped on the XtremIO cluster
Answer: B
Explanation:
The workflow for refreshing XtremIO Snapshots, containing
Oracle Database files, consists of the following five simple
steps:
1. Shut down the database instances with files in the target
Snapshot Set.
2. Dismount the ASM disk group (or file systems) involved.
3. Refresh the Snapshot via XtremIO GUI (or CLI or RESTful
API).
4. Mount the ASM disk groups (or file system) involved.
5. Start the database instances.
This entire workflow is measured in seconds (not minutes).

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a network that has three subnets You migrate the
network to a Cisco ACI fabric
You want to bridge the three subnets without changing the IP
addresses of the endpoints
The default gateway for the endpoints does not sit on the ACI
fabric. Which action must you take to keep the three subnets in
a single Hood domain?
A. Create multiple bridge domains that have unicast routing
enabled within the saw EPG
Create corresponding subnets inside the bridge domains and
connect the existing network to the bridge domains.
B. Create multiple bridge domains that have unicast routing
disabled within the same EPO Connect the existing subnets to
the bridge domains
C. Create one bridge domain that has unicast routing enabled
and create corresponding subnets inside the bridge domain
Connect the existing network to the bridge domain
D. Create one bridge domain that has unicast routing disabled
and connect the existing subnets to the bridge domain
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is the extension of a Veeam Backup &amp;
Replication configuration backup file?
A. .vbk
B. .vbm

C. .cbo
D. .bco
E. The file extension is specified in the configuration backup
settings.
Answer: A
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